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Customers have evolved.
It’s time for marketers to catch up.
Today’s ultra-connected consumers are interacting with

that every customer interaction is consistent and continuous,

brands more often and in more places than ever. In fact,

whether you’re developing a mobile app or creating a

the average customer comes in contact with a brand at

multi-channel ad campaign.

least five times before buying — whether it’s a Google
search, an in-store visit, or downloading an app.

1

No matter your industry, the customer experience has
taken center stage. Master it now, and you’ll set yourself

Web, mobile, in-store — it’s all the same for customers.

apart from competitors and increase your chances of

Marketing experiences are mash-ups that blend

survival in the unforgiving business world.2

seamlessly together. And mobility is at the forefront
of it all, with mobile devices and wearable technologies
increasingly blurring the lines between our digital and
physical worlds.2
Consumers have adapted to all this technology and the

Here’s how you can reinvent your customer
experiences — and revolutionize your marketing.

The average customer
comes in contact
with a brand at least

5x
before buying

power it puts in their hands and on their wrists. They’re
more in control than ever before — and they also expect
more. Each encounter they have with your brand must be
effortless, relevant, and lightning fast, with convenience at
the front and center of it all. You’ll also need to make sure
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Six ways to surprise and inspire your customers.

STRATEGY 1

STRATEGY 2

STRATEGY 3

Get inside your
customer’s mind.

Make the customer the
center of your universe.

Focus on the experience,
not your product.

STRATEGY 4

STRATEGY 5

STRATEGY 6

Let the customer
define the journey.

Be hyper-personal without
getting ultra-creepy.

Unite the promise makers
and the promise keepers.
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ST R AT EGY 1

Get inside your customer’s mind.

You’ve got just 30 seconds to catch your audience’s

It all boils down to what Simon calls the “single selfish

attention on a smartphone, and even less — just three

benefit” (SSB) for the consumer — and it’s different for

seconds — on a wearable device.3 That’s not much time

each person. To determine the SSB, look at your customer

to attract attention and spark the kind of action that

data — what individuals are searching, where they’re

moves the needle for your business.

going on your website and what they’re calling about.

If you know how to appeal to what your audience is

Link that 10% message to the single selfish benefit.

thinking and feeling, you can help guide their actions a

Then, think about what you want your audience to do.

bit more. People forget 90% of what you show them, says

Advanced analytics and audience segmentation tools

Dr. Carmen Simon, cognitive scientist and founder of Rexi

can help you drill deeper into customer motivations for

Media.4 It’s your job to gently guide them toward the 10%

a clearer understanding of where your best opportunities lie.

they need to remember.
Ask yourself what you want your audience to keep in mind.

How long it takes to catch
your audience’s attention

30 sec 3 sec
on a smartphone

on a wearable device

Look at your message from the customer perspective and
distill it into something simple, memorable and crystal clear.
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Once you’ve captured your prospect’s attention, you’ve got
to hang onto it. Modern audiences are accustomed to constant
stimuli — traffic, flashing ads, bright lights from multiple
screens — and have learned to tune it out. To get their attention,
advises Dr. Simon, simply make something change.
Something new is an exciting treat at first, but as the brain

+

gets used to it, quickly becomes mundane. Banish boredom
by making small changes that constantly reward the brain
while keeping that 10% message constant.
Break a pattern your customers have come to expect by
throwing in an element of surprise. Maybe it’s something

Attention

+
Memory

=
Decision

Action

as simple as receiving an unexpected loyalty discount at
checkout or a new recipe using ingredients often purchased.
By understanding your prospect’s basic motivations,
you can craft relevant experiences that meet their needs,
while building anticipation, surprise and delight — wheth-

Dr. Simon’s equation for
inspiring action

er online or offline.
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ST R AT EGY 2

Make the customer the
center of your universe.
The days of pushing out large-scale “batch and blast”

world because otherwise, we don’t meet our customer’s

When you place the customer at front and center, you

campaigns to broad audiences are over. Today it’s about

expectations,” says Aseem Chandra, VP of Adobe

focus on the experience rather than your product. After

wooing and captivating your prospects with delightful,

Experience Manager and Adobe Target.6

all, it really is all about your customer.

authentic experiences that naturally foster a relationship
of trust.

With tools that enable social listening, you can keep
your ears and eyes continually open to opportunities for

“The true ROI is customer

As Carlton Doty, VP of Forrester Research says, “Your only

innovation. Some of the best ideas surface from the

satisfaction. Are we surprising

source of competitive advantage is to literally obsess about

simplest customer comments. Constantly learn about

your customers.” Have a laser focus on the consumer by

your customers by listening to what they’re saying online

and delighting our customers?

constantly thinking about their needs and what’s relevant

and observing how they use your products.

Are we creating a journey that

“Putting the customer at the center of everything you do

they’re going to flow through?

5

to them.
Data is key to understanding what your customers want

is no longer a pithy saying but a real business necessity,”

and then developing your products and services to meet

says Lauren Friedman, head of Global Social Business

those expectations. “We have to be prepared to take

Enablement at Adobe. “Poor customer experiences can

on all this data and drive it into this hyper-personalized

cost you millions of dollars.”7
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Are we encouraging them to
spend more time with us?”
– Rob Roy
Group VP, eCommerce & Interactive Marketing,
Time Warner Cable
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ST R AT EGY 3

Focus on the experience,
not your product.
In today’s experience-based economy, where most

By serving up relevant information exactly when the

a product or suggesting new ways to stay connected after

products and services are merely commodities, brands

consumer needs it, while also making sure products are

a purchase is made.

must do more than develop shiny new objects. Instead,

easy to find and buy, they’ve woven together the perfect

they must create better experiences around their products.

blend of content and commerce.

While some companies deepen their experiences by

Similarly, IKEA focuses on dynamic content experiences

It’s how you sell, not what you sell, that will set you apart

using what they know about customers to personalize

that move customers further down the path to purchase.

from the competition.

offerings, others focus on the complete span of potential

Their smartphone app, for instance, allows users to select

interactions, developing a variety of ways for customers to

furniture and see how it will look and fit in their homes

connect along every step of the journey. High-performing

before buying it.

brands do both.9

at every touchpoint, you either win or lose that loyalty.

The key is to think broadly about what your product is,

For example, McGraw-Hill Education has successfully

stretching your focus to include the experience you want

transformed from a textbook-only company into a digital

to create around that product. Find out what consumers

learning company by making their content searchable,

need and build encounters that consistently meet those

personalized and available across all digital devices.

needs, whether you’re recommending new features within
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Create better experiences
around your products.
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ST R AT EGY 4

Let the customer define
the journey.
There is no yellow brick road that leads to a magical place

instant. It all hinges on how well you can dive into the

Michael Klein, Director of Retail Industry Strategy for the

of cemented brand loyalty. That’s because consumers

context of what they’re doing at that point in time,

Adobe Marketing Cloud, says that all of this in-depth

don’t stroll through a predictable “journey” one step at a

whether they’re shopping on a tablet, using Facebook

insight into customer preferences will show when your

time. They enter at random points, and in different channels,

on a smartphone, or working out with their wearable

teams are on the right track — and when they aren’t. If

to interact with your brand in unpredictable ways.

device. To reach the customer in that moment, you

your end result is always valuable, relevant and positive

need to be able to deliver highly relevant information

consumer experiences, then you’re headed in the right

with more speed and brevity than ever. Before your

direction.11

Vaibhav Dwivedi, Sr. Manager of Dell’s Digital Customer
Experience Testing team, believes that brands must
embrace the fact that customers control their own

competitor does.

journeys. “To create a great experience, you have to let

Tap into analytics to know exactly which mobile

the customer ultimately dictate what that experience will

applications and web pages are attracting customers

look like.”10

right as it’s happening. Look at when, where, why and

Your job is to capture the customer moment wherever
they enter — through an app, a brick-and-mortar store
or a website — and deliver the value they need in that
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how customers are interacting with your digital experiences.
The process should be engaging, convenient and satisfying.
Know when it isn’t by identifying the exact point when

Be consistently
valuable

Stay
relevant

Provide positive
experiences

customers are leaving.
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ST R AT EGY 5

Be hyper-personal without
getting ultra-creepy.
Customers expect relevant, personalized marketing.

different audiences, you have to be nimble, pay attention

But at the same time, they’re sensitive about brands

to the signals, and truly understand your customer segments.

overstepping their privacy and personal data.

Take, for example, a company in the healthcare space,

“A simple misstep can instantly
remind customers of how much

It’s up to you to make sure that the experiences you

like Aetna. There’s enough data to determine that an

a company knows, which can

deliver are meaningful and inviting — not creepy.

individual has a certain condition, but to immediately

leave them feeling uncomfortable

Personalization is about striking that perfect balance of

recommend content or services based on that intimate

“spot-on” relevancy as individuals move through their

knowledge, especially too early in the relationship, could

journeys, without becoming intrusive at any point along

make the consumer feel wary and distrustful. For a

the way. It’s a fine line.

healthcare company that handles sensitive, personal

What’s more, the line is different for everyone. What

at best.”
– Kevin Lindsay
Director of Product Marketing,
Adobe Target

data, timing and appropriateness are critically important.

one person may find “creepy” might not bother another
person at all. For instance, research shows that millennials
are less concerned about privacy than Gen Xers and older
generations.12 To send the right messages to these very
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On the other hand, personalization will be very different
for someone who’s shopping for a computer. Vab Dwivedi,
Senior Manager of Dell’s DCX Testing Group, says a
consumer’s behavior on the website dictates what the
experience will look like.10
For example, individuals who use filters to narrow down

“Start by using common sense
and focusing on your customer
relationships from start to finish.
We all need to focus on building

options most likely know what they want and are more

trust — and we must be sure we

interested in technical features like memory and storage.

never abuse that trust.”

A person who clicks on a display ad may be more interested
in the price point.
Just by observing the paths that individuals take to shop,

– Kevin Lindsay
Director of Product Marketing,
Adobe Target

you can learn about their intentions and further tailor the
interactions. The best personalization happens as part of
the user experience. It’s subtle and relevant, and delivered
precisely at the right time.
From this solid foundation, you can fine-tune your marketing
by continuously testing and refining messages that inspire
consumers to engage, open up and convert — in a way
that’s never creepy.
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ST R AT EGY 6

Unite the promise makers and
the promise keepers.
A successful customer experience is almost always

To succeed, forward-thinking marketing departments

the direct result of every part of the company working

must become critical partners with customer services,

together. It’s nearly impossible to bring a unified

sales and management teams. Share data across your

experience to your customers — from product discovery,

entire enterprise to dive deeper, until you reach the

purchase, download, support and ongoing usage —

places where the customer is truly experiencing

if you work in silos.

your brand.

To truly transform the customer experience, leaders

From there you can examine this unique blend of insights

must understand how marketing links with every other

from different angles — and use what you know to

function within the company. Marketers are the

produce consistently remarkable experiences that will

“promise makers” of customer experiences and the rest

set you apart from your competitors.

14

Customer
services

Sales

Management

Share data across your
entire enterprise.

of the organization are the “promise keepers.” This
requires internal and external alignment to deliver those
continuous, consistent interactions consumers expect.
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CO NC LUSI O N

Zig when others zag.

“You can’t rest on your last

The path to innovation requires continually testing new

says that the beverage company is always looking ahead to

theories with fresh approaches. Act quickly to shrink the time

the next opportunity by asking “how can we create the next

between identifying your next big idea and acting upon it.

new experience that ties in with happiness?”15

innovation. You always need

These interactive experiences range from a vending machine

to look for the next big thing

that exchanges free cola drinks for hugs, to a freestyle

because you need to surprise

By always being aware of customer behaviors and
motivations, you can continuously fine tune processes to
build more relevant, personalized experiences.

machine that lets consumers design their own beverages,

Don’t be afraid to walk away from the traditional way of

to a drinkable advertising campaign that pours free soda

doing things — be willing to lose sight of the shore and just

from an on-air commercial or billboard.

go. This is what drives us to think outside the box — and
fuels the next big idea.

The secret, Lorie says, is meeting individuals — no matter

your customer.”
– Lorie Buckingham
Chief Development Officer,
Coca-Cola

where they are — to consistently surprise and delight them

Coca-Cola has constantly found a way to be relevant to

with unique interactions, while weaving in that familiar brand

new generations of consumers for the past 128 years.

promise that fans have come to love and expect.

Lorie Buckingham, Chief Development Officer for Coca-Cola,
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